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How would you rate our Art
Exhibition?
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What did you think of the
exhibition?
Upsides
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Downsides

How could we improve the
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thoroughly enjoyed
4
36%
39 responses
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A lovely/great/brilliant/fabulous/good/fun/fantastic idea
Perfect
The amazing artwork
A beautiful celebration
A lovely feeling for the children to be so proud of their art work
Children were excited to show off their art
Its good to create interest towards art
It looked very professional
Loved the frames
Lovely atmosphere
Layout was fabulous
Really vibrant and great standard of art
Great to see all the different year’s work
Well organised
It was busy and chaotic
The queue for buying paintings was huge and off putting
Lack of communication over where the money was going. Happy to contribute to school funds but not pay
money for an outside business. If none of the money is going to school this should have been communicated
as some felt they were unaware of it and made assumptions the money was for school
Too many similar images
Very expensive if you have more than one child
Staggered timings or different opening times to avoid overcrowding and allow parents to make viewing the
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event if we ran it again?









art with their child a more pleasant experience
Clearer communication regarding where the money is going
An option to pay for an unframed version
More personal choice of subject to be painted, more varied work
Combine it with events such as parents evening
More notice
Having refreshments available may have helped raise money for the BSA
Pay later envelopes at the door or an option to pay online

